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Integrated Circuit Test Engineering: Modern TechniquesSpringer, 2005

	Nearly sixty years ago, the first successful demonstration of the transistor proved to be the herald of a new era of microelectronics. The ever-increasing complexity and functional speed of microelectronic circuits now containing tens of millions of transistors demand appropriate and rigorous test engineering activities during development and...
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Structure for Dependability: Computer-Based Systems from an Interdisciplinary PerspectiveSpringer, 2005
This book gathers the latest research on the structure of computer-based systems from computer scientists, sociologists, statisticians and psychologists and combines it into a readable overview of the latest work in dependable computer-based systems.

Previous work in this area has tended to come from the viewpoint of a single discipline,...
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Parallel I/O for Cluster Computing (Innovative Technology Series)ISTE Publishing Company, 2003
Data sets in large applications such as databases and data-mining applications are often too large to fit into a computer’s internal memory. The resulting I/O (input/output) communications between internal memory and the slower external medium (such as disks) can present a major performance bottleneck.

Among the possible computer...
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Policy-Driven Mobile Ad hoc Network Management (Wiley Series in Telecommunications and Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book discusses the management challenges associated with ad hoc networks, and provides an in-depth description of how policy-based network management can be used for increasing automation in the management of mobile ad hoc networks. It describes the required components of a network management solution for such networks, using a policy-based...
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Oscillation-Based Test in Mixed-Signal CircuitsSpringer, 2006

	Oscillation-Based Test in Mixed-Signal Circuits presents the development and experimental validation of the structural test strategy called Oscillation-Based Test – OBT in short. The results here presented allow to assert, not only from a theoretical point of view, but also based on a wide experimental support, that OBT is an efficient...
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Reliability Modeling, Analysis And OptimizationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006

	As our modern information-age society grows in complexity both in terms of embedded systems and applications, the problems and challenges in reliability become ever more complex. Bringing together many of the leading experts in the field, this volume presents a broad picture of current research on system modeling and optimization in...
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Recent Advances in Parallel Virtual Machine and Message Passing InterfaceSpringer, 2007


	Thirteen years after the publication of the first MPI (message passing interface)

	specification and 17 years after the first published paper on PVM(parallel virtual

	machine), MPI and PVM have emerged as standard programming environments

	and continue to be the development environment of choice for a large variety of...
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Robust Computing with Nano-scale Devices: Progresses and ChallengesSpringer, 2010

	Robust Nano-Computing focuses on various issues of robust nano-computing, defect-tolerance design for nano-technology at different design abstraction levels. It addresses both redundancy- and configuration-based methods as well as fault detecting techniques through the development of accurate computation models and tools. The contents present...
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Reliability of Computer Systems and Networks: Fault Tolerance, Analysis, and DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
A comprehensive introduction to reliability and availability modeling, analysis, and design at the system, hardware, and software levels
   
   Reliability of Computer Systems and Networks presents the fundamentals of reliability and availability analysis for various computer hardware, software, and networked systems. Reliability and...
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Deadline Scheduling for Real-Time Systems - EDF and Related AlgorithmsSpringer, 1998
Many real-time systems rely on static scheduling algorithms.  This includes cyclic scheduling, rate monotonic scheduling and fixed  schedules created by off-line scheduling techniques such as dynamic  programming, heuristic search, and simulated annealing. However, for  many real-time systems, static scheduling algorithms are quite  restrictive and...
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